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1 of 1 review helpful Excellent mystery stories By Meredith L Burton This collection of mysteries from the 
Adventures in Odyssey team is excellently done Superb voice actors and stirring sound effects make this collection 
one to savor Join Mr John Avery Whittaker and the kids in the midwestern town of Odyssey as they use their wits and 
rely upon God to assist them in unraveling complex webs of deceit betrayal greed A hundred dollars has disappeared 
from the cash register at Whit s End Who took it Was it Connie Or Eugene Even worse someone in Odyssey has lost 
her faith Can Harlow Doyle the new private investigator in town help her find it And what s the secret behind the 
skeleton found in a secret room at Whit s End Unique packaging mdash the travel visor has large mesh and zippered 
pockets for convenient organization and storage Fits on most vehicles sun visors wit 
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